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No Passing Zone

I
And who’s to say I didn’t cross
just because I used the bridge in its witnessing,
to let the water stay the water
and the incongruities of the moon to chart
that joining I was certain of.
—Tess Gallagher

Still Life
I want to go back to the woods
where snow heated
my back and blanketed my legs
as I waited to be found.
To the woods where a tree stood
in that opalescent sea
where I drifted between life and death.
I want to feel that stillness
only lovers and the dying feel
before they go beyond.
I want snow
to light on my face
the way it did as I lay
that night like a fallen tree,
an ailing wolf.
I want to be alone
with the steam that rose
from my legs as blood
pooled into snow.
I want to remember
how I tried to hold on
as I floated
in and out.
I want to go back
to the woods where pain
lifted me with paced breaths
as I became the ground
and the night
and the snow.
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Green Stairs
Somewhere between the time
I finish painting our staircase and dinner,
you notice all the other chores
I began and left
compelled to work my way down
to where the bottom step meets the floor.
I drink in the new mossy green,
much better than the scuffed Colonial blue
worn for two decades,
but you’re tired and only see the blistering pain
between my shoulder blades, the glassy look
in my eyes, and wonder why
I take on so much.
You find the stripped bed, sorted laundry
heaped on the floor, dirty pots
piled in the sink, knowing you’ll have to finish
what I started,
while I savor the rich luster of
freshly painted risers against pine treads
and imagine how they’ll rise
before us as we plod
up to bed
for the next twenty years.
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Secrets
It’s getting harder and harder to talk
to people because I have a secret.
The truth is my secret has a secret,
which is that it never really happened,
yet it’s so pitiable, adultery and
murder pale beside it—my long shame
of not having a secret
big enough to keep.
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Sleeping with the Carpenter
The carpenter is downstairs
spreading Spackle over Sheetrock.
I’m stalling my nap
until he leaves.
He and I have been together
in the house all day: me in my office,
he in the kitchen.
Floorboards, joists, and beams
lie quietly between us.
I don’t mind him here,
because it means we’re closer
to a finished kitchen.
He will leave soon
without saying goodbye,
his only thought, getting home
to his wife and children.
Yet, I still wait to hear his truck
crush gravel as it turns
out of the driveway
before falling asleep.
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Everything You Need to Know about Ghosts
First let go of the idea
they’re enlightened.
All those times
you held your tongue,
certain someone would
get his in the afterlife
were vain. Truth be known,
some specters are as nasty
after death as before.
Second, try not to fall
for their stories of how
they chose not to cross
the amber river
because of some dangling
injustice, some unresolved
mystery. Don’t be swayed
by the old excuse
of not knowing they’re dead.
Try not to be impressed
by their translucent togas
glowing like heavenly-lit scrim,
this outfit is merely to give weight
to a last goodbye at three in the morning,
an unearthly warning.
Remember they never use doorways,
yet they always take the stairs.
For extra drama, they curl like smoke
or swoop behind you as a disembodied head,
releasing an effluvious odor,
a maniacal laugh. Don’t count on them
for anything so practical as finding
your keys, because they are undoubtedly
the ones who hid them.
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Texas
We haul suitcases off the carousel,
and lug them, along with a headache
I picked up somewhere over Ohio,
into the sun, climb in back of the family
Cordoba and head past pawn shop
after porn shop down to Jack’s
funeral parlor. Parched prairie grass
flutters along highways like mourners.
A crow whines from a steeple-top
and I want to stop the car
see if I can talk to him.
I want to tell him about Pop,
how he sang and tap danced
in vaudeville when he was eight,
how he said his Hail Marys
on daily drives to and from the market,
how he thanked God every day
that I’d married his son.
The crow wheels around the steeple
where I’m certain Pop is up
in that belfry’s dim, narrow room,
kneeling before a narrow bed under Jesus’
sacred heart because someone
once told me a bell ringer
is the closest person to God.
I hear him singing psalms,
his voice swirls
up the winding stairs
around the clapper and climbs
toward his beloved saints.
I listen to his gentle vespers
as his suit keeps time on its hanger,
the necklace of rosary beads
ticking against the car window.
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Fireflies
Every June out on Jessup Road
my husband wakes me in the middle
of the night leading me in my nightie
and slippers down the drive to witness
the meadow teeming with millions
of tiny lights. Better than any meteor
shower, these small engines render
us too innocent to capture them in jars,
or clasped hands to watch the spaces
between our fingers flash—
or worse, smash their radiance
into our skin,
that fleeting blaze of holiness,
beautiful and damned.
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Needle’s Eye
To Stephen, my acupuncturist, and George,
the hit-and-run driver who veered off the road
in his Ford LTD.

As you implant the first round
of needles into my feet, I tell you
my nightmares,
my dread of dark streets,
of headlights’ screech, of icy metal
of grills and hoods.
You remember everything
I can’t.
Memories swirl from scars
as my blood bursts from your palms.
You think back to the doctor who foretold
my death during the night,
the prayer groups, nurses who called
me “Tiger” or “Humpty Dumpty”; recall
your retort to the doctors who requested X-rays,
“Which volume?”;
remember lifting my splintered spine
as you slid film beneath me
juggling
tubes, traction and tar, ballooned
thighs; recall how I squelched pain
as I do today,
the thirty-second
anniversary of the drunken
driver who hit me and left me
by the side of the road,
where I found you
and you found me,
again.
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My back hurts.
Take the ache
into your
hands.
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Perseverance
Pursed lips, never veer astray, stay
the course, barely breath, wait
for help. Float corridors,
morphine-high, foraging for food.
I see it’s meat-loaf day in the cafeteria.
But you haven’t left your bed
in four months. Wait like a poet
at the mailbox. I can tell
this is my bed by the NPO sign taped
to the headboard and the drip, drip
dripping of the IV. I wait
like a swallow to fly back
to Capistrano. I saw my nurse
crying in the phone booth.
That’s not possible. You say
I survived because God has something
special in mind for me—perhaps
that’s more than I can bear.
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Night
Sister, night is so vast our boats so small.
—Li-Young Lee

There is always a reason not to sleep.
Eyelashes net the sky. Nails pop
from walls like typos. My mother’s birthday
I’d rather not acknowledge, but do.
Rooms recite her last letter,
but I can’t bring myself to listen.
I place it in my hope chest next
to my baptismal gown hoping
the victory lock will shut her in
or out. I slip through the screen door
and climb the hill to my dog’s grave,
he and I watch the stars from the fallen
black locust. A bear and her cub
disappear into tall grass so quickly
I’m not sure they exist.
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Six Degrees
The painter and I are hardly acquainted
except that I was the one who asked for stripes
and he is a friend of my husband’s ex-girlfriend Jill
who used to be best friends with Debbie
whose house I’m about to drive to
to pick up my co-op order. Debbie was the first
girlfriend of my ex-boyfriend Bill
whom I lived with in Manhattan.
Bill’s best friend was Dean
who married Debbie after Dean’s mother
had Bill arrested and placed in rehab.
Then Bill dated Betsy who was also
in rehab and was Debbie’s best friend
before Jill. Betsy’s sister, Subee,
was Dean’s first girlfriend
and Dean’s brother Jim’s first girlfriend
and Bill’s girlfriend after me.
Dean’s brother Jim’s best friend
was another Jim whom I lived with
before Bill, long before
I met my husband
whose name is also Jim
whom I met at Dean and Debbie’s
while he was dating Jill, who knows
24

our painter, Bill,
who’s upstairs fretting

about time lost painting stripes.
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